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That, however, falls two or three days hence, ... Or no,
it doesn't, I am getting the chronology of this voyage
entangled. It is now June and my argument with Mr.
Fletcher took place in April—because I had to hurry back
to New York to be present at the opening of an exhibition
of pictures of Provence. . . . See how the influences of the
Great Route travel backwards and forwards and are
inextricably mixed! To return, however, to the question
of the attributes of the South when attacked by the North—
any South by any North. . . .
I was glad then, when in Louisiana I was able, whilst
pouring eulogies over Washington as soldier, farmer, and
even statesman . . . for I must by now have made it plain
that I do not like politicians ... I was able, then, to
make a little mental reservation as to his attitude towards
the French during their revolution. It absolves one from
saying as to everything that he did the fatal words: "Aristides
is a just man."
On the other hand the difficulties between the two Repub-
lics were successfully smoothed out by two Southerners who
have never been in danger of being too marmorealized.
The one was Napoleon Bonaparte of Corsica, the other
Thomas Jefferson of Monticello and sometime of Nimes
in Provence. The reasons for not considering Napoleon a
saint jump sufficiently to the eye. . . . But I have never
understood why Jefferson's fellow-countrymen have never
accorded the author of at least two documents that shook
the world a celebration of his birthday equal to that ac-
corded, say, to Columbus . . . who, though he discovered
land in the Western hemisphere, hoped—and believed to
his dying day—that it would turn out to be part of Asia . . .
which seems to be rather insulting.
But I suppose that, when I have said that Jefferson was
an author—and therefore some sort of an artist—I have said
enough to discredit him. Jefferson merely created his country
by his deathless words. But being thus an artist—and thus
belonging to the only class of the community that creates

